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INVERSE-CYCLES IN WEAK-INVERSE LOOPS

r. artzy

Abstract. In a loop let J be the map taking every element into its right

inverse. If the order of J is n, then [x, xJ,. . . , xJ"~1} is called an

inverse-cycle of length n. If a weak-inverse loop consists only of the unit

element and m inverse-cycles of length n, then tj divides 2m.

In a loop (L, •) with unit element e, let J be the bijection defined by

L —> L, x \-> xJ, x ■ xJ = e. If 77 is the least positive integer for which

xJ" = x, we call {xJr\r G Z} an inverse-cycle of length n. Weak-inverse

(WI) loops, as introduced in [1], are defined by the identityy • (xy)J = xJ. In

this note a necessary condition will be established for a finite WI loop to

consist only of e and inverse-cycles of equal lengths. In view of the many

applications of WI loops and of the simple structure of the automorphism

group if a WI loop consists only of such inverse-cycles, the result should be

useful for dealing with finite loops.

First we note two well-known facts: (i) In every WI loop, J2 is an

automorphism [1]. (ii) Every cross-inverse (CI) loop, that is, a loop satisfying

one of the equivalent identities x(y • xJ) = y, xy • xJ = y, is WI; however,

there are WI loops (for instance, nonabelian groups) which are not CI.

Lemma. Let a WI loop consist only of e and inverse-cycles of length n. If n is

odd, J is an automorphism, and the loop is CI.

Proof. Let n - 2k + 1. Then y = J2k + x(J2yk = Jn(J2yk. Now J" = id

and J1 is an automorphism, hence J itself is an automorphism. We have

identically

xJ = y (xy)J = y(xJ -yj),

which is the first CI identity.

Theorem. A necessary condition for a WI loop that is not CI to consist only

of e and m inverse-cycles of length n is n\2m.

Proof. First, we note that, in view of the Lemma, n is even. Let xx, . . . , xm

be representatives of the m inverse-cycles. Define the functions/and g by

(1) xpJk-xq = V/0a,?)~',

(2) xpJk+x- xqJ = xrJs(p'k'q).
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(We disregard here those equations in which the right-hand side is e.) Then

the WI identity and the fact of J2 being an automorphism yield

(3) XqJ ■"AM*) • xr = Xpjk + \-f(p,k,i)   for even/(/», k, q),

(4) xqJ ' -A***). X/.y = x¡¡jk+2-f(j,,k,q)   for 0dd/(/7, fc, 9),

(5) xqJ{-g(p'k'q) ■ xrJ = ^/*+a-«(M*>   for eveng(/», &, 9),

(6) x/ -*0>.*.9). Xr = Xpjk + i -g(pXi)   for odd g/pt kf qy

Equations (3) through (6) have to be understood mod n. Using the definitions

of / and g we obtain from (3) through (6), respectively, again mod n :

k + 2 - /(/», k, q) = f(q, -/(/», k, q), r),

k + 2 - /(/», k, q) = g(q, -/(/?, k, q), r),

k + 2 - g(p, k, q) = g(q, -g(p, k, q), r),

k + 2 - g(p, k, q) = f(q, -g(p, k, q), r).

Let q be fixed. Then /(/», k, q) and g(p, k, q) run through all of {0, . . . , n —

1}, other than the value 1 in the case q = r, because then (1) and (2) become

impossible. Summing for all /» and k yields therefore

(7) S f(p, k, q) = 2 g(p, k, q) = mn(n - l)/2 - 1.
p,k p,k

Summing the left-hand sides of (3') through (6') for fixed q we get 2 k + 22

- £/(/», k, q) - ~2g(p, k, q). In (1) and (2), k ranges through all values

mod n, other than k = — 1 for/» = q. For fixed q the number of equations (1)

is therefore mn - 1, and so is the number of equations (2). Hence for fixed q

we have

2A: = mn(n - l)/2 - (-1) + mn(n - l)/2 - (-1) = 2    (mod«)

and 22 = 2(2mn - 2) = —4 (mod n). Thus the sum of the left-hand sides of

(3') through (6') for fixed q is

2 - 4 - mn(n - 1) + 2 = 0   (mod n).

Summing the left-hand sides for all q, we obtain m ■ 0 = 0 (mod n).

In order to perform the summation of the right-hand sides of (3') through

(6') we observe that/(/», k, q) and g(p, k, q) are defined for all values of/», k,

and q except the cases where p = q and simultaneously k = -1. Let Z„ be

the additive cyclic group of order n, and S'= {1, 2, . . . , m). Then we claim

that the maps

(S X Z„X S)\{(s, -l,s)\sG S}^(S X Z„ X S)\{(s, -\,s)\sG S),

<t>x: (p, k, q) H> (q, ~ /(/», k, q), r) and <¡>2: (p, k, q) H> (q, ~ g(p, k, q), r)

are bijective. Indeed, (1) and (2), other than in the case/» = q, k = — 1, show

that 4>x and ¿>2 are injective. Furthermore, given q, f(p, k, q), r, or q, g(p, k,

q), r, respectively, equations (1) and (2) determine/?, k, q uniquely unless/(/»,

k, q) or g(p, k, q), respectively,  assume the value  1. This proves  the
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surjectivity of </>, and <j>2. Thus the right-hand sides of (3') through (6') are

f(a, b, c) and g(a, b, c) for all possible values of (a, b, c) G (S X Z„ X S) \

{(s, — 1, s)\s E S). The number of summands is 2(m2n — m), and in view of

(7), their sum is

m2n(n — 1) - 2m = -2m (mod n).

Equating the sums of the two sides of all (3') through (6') yields, therefore,

0 = -2m (mod 77), that is, n\2m.

Corollary. The necessary condition mentioned in the Theorem holds for all

WI loops.

Proof. This was proved for CI loops in [2]; the rest follows from the

Theorem.

No example of a finite CI loop consisting of e and m inverse-cycles of

equal length 77 > 2 is known. However, the following is an example of a WI

loop, not CI, with w = 2, 77 = 4.

e 1234 5678

~T~ 5é?86 3247
2 86e5 4731

3 687e 25 14

4 e768 1325

5 3 142 7e?86
6 752 1 84e>3

7 2413 685<?

8 4357 e 162

Added in proof. Ehud Artzy (SUNY at Buffalo) has found examples of

WI loops, CI and non-CI, with m — n = 4.
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